
Present Progressive 
Task 1: Put in the correct form of the verb in brackets.  

1. Amy is at school. She __________________________ (learn) English now. 

2. I __________________________ (not, swim) in the lake because there are fish. 

3. The pupils __________________________ (not, do) the exercises at the moment. 

4. The people __________________________ (sing) and __________________________ (dance) in the 

streets because the cars __________________________ (not, drive) there today. 

5. Look! The boys __________________________ (not, do) their homework. 

 

Task 2: Put in the correct form of the verb in brackets. 

Max goes to school every day but at the moment he __________________________ (play) tennis with his 

friends Marco and Tim. They __________________________ (run) after the ball. Max´s little brother Jack 

isn´t here. He __________________________ (wait) for his grandparents. They 

__________________________ (come) by train. Their parents are at home. Mum 

__________________________ (not, make) hamburgers and Dad _________________ ________________ 

(not, watch) TV. They __________________________ (sleep). 

 

Task 3: Make sentences from the sentence parts.  

1. The cat / on / not / sit / the bed / at the moment 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. I / the bags / carry / into the kitchen / not 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Task 4: Make questions. Ask for the underlined information in bold. 
1. ________________________________________?   → They are going to school. 

2. ________________________________________?                   No, they aren’t staying here. 

3. ________________________________________?  → I´m going to the disco. 

4. ________________________________________?  → He is watching a film. 

5. ________________________________________?  → Yes, he is playing in the park. 

6. ________________________________________?                       She is working here. 



Present Progressive 
Task 1: Put in the correct form of the verb in brackets.  

1. Amy is at school. She ______is learning__________ (learn) English now. 

2. I _____am not swimming____________ (not, swim) in the lake because there are fish. 

3. The pupils _______aren’t doing__________ (not, do) the exercises at the moment. 

4. The people _____are singing_____________ (sing) and _______(are) dancing_____ (dance) in the streets 

because the cars _____aren’t driving________ (not, drive) there today. 

5. Look! The boys ___aren’t doing_____________ (not, do) their homework. 

 

Task 2: Put in the correct form of the verb in brackets. 

Max goes to school every day but at the moment he ___is playing________ (play) tennis with his friends 

Marco and Tim. They ______are running____________ (run) after the ball. Max´s little brother Jack isn´t 

here. He ________is waiting______ (wait) for his grandparents. They _______are coming_________ 

(come) by train. Their parents are at home. Mum ______isn’t making____________ (not, make) 

hamburgers and Dad ________isn’t watching_____ (not, watch) TV. They ____are sleeping____________ 

(sleep). 

 

Task 3: Make sentences from the sentence parts.  

1. The cat / on / not / sit / the bed / at the moment 

______The cat isn’t (is not) sitting on the bed at the moment. ___________________________ 

2. I / the bags / carry / into the kitchen / not 

____I am not carrying bags into the kitchen. __________________________________________ 

 

Task 4: Make questions. Ask for the underlined information in bold. 
1. __Where are they going____________________?   → They are going to school. 

2. ___Are they staying here___________________?                   No, they aren’t staying here. 

3. ___Where are you going____________________?  → I´m going to the disco. 

4. __Who is watching a film____________________?  → He is watching a film. 

5. __Is he playing in the park___________________?  → Yes, he is playing in the park. 

6. ___What is she doing here__________________?                       She is working here. 


